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The Project
Background & Purpose
The Canada Packers meat packing plant stood as a symbol of the agricultural heritage and
formed part of the collective memory in the city of Edmonton throughout much of the twentieth
century. Abandoned in 1994, the site has remained undeveloped and neglected for over a
decade, while new development has expanded in every direction of the city. The development of
the site is inevitable as property values skyrocket and the booming oil economy continues
throughout Alberta. Currently the site is owned by RONA, a large Canadian home improvement
store, and will be developed in the next few years. It is the hope of the author that through
informed planning and design, RONA will choose to undertake future development as a
demonstration of innovative concepts of environmentally sustainable and socially responsible
1
planning. RONA operates over 551 "points of sale" in Canada. Most of these stores are located

in Eastern and central Canada. They supply construction materials to both contractors and to
"Do-it-yourselfers" realizing 4.2 billion dollars in retail sales. RONA even offers web-advice on
green building titled Greenwise choices, which include the benefits of green roofs, energy
efficiency, green construction and environmental health. RONA also owns approximately 65 Big
Box stores in Canada. Unfortunately, RONA still does not have LEED certification in its
designs, although there has been a movement to "incorporate cost-effective environmentally
sensible aspects". 2
Edmonton has been a leader in sustainable development within North America, and
with proper planning; the future development of this site may stand as a symbol of city's
Environmental awareness. As a symbol it transcends its function to become an idea. As an idea,

1

Rona (2004) The New RONA: a Competitive Network Serving Canadians Retrieved From
http://www.rona.ca/contentMgr/img/asset/A TTACHMENTl 103633299193.pdf
2
R. Cockrill (2007) RE: Fort Road Project Email to T.D. Murray
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it responds to our evolving social consciousness and becomes a recognized place where new
sustainable visions are sought. Our visions are reflected in the design, and it is reformed in our
consciousness it becomes a monument of our time rather than just a landmark. As this new
century unfolds, new ideas become the media of which art is created. Ideas such as: Maya Lin's
Vietnam memorial which transcends the politics of war to create a place "to remember the
individuals and the losses." 3
As the environmental movement has become increasingly main-stream, and terms such
as "sustainable design" and "green building" have almost become cliches, big business has
4
moved to embrace earth friendly ideas that even recently may have been viewed as "radical."

Other Companies such as Ikea, Interface (the world's largest carpet manufacturer), and Collins
Pine adopted the framework provided by Dr. Karl-Henrik Robert and his book "The Natural
Step" as early as 1994. In this work, Robert espouses The Natural Step framework which,

"encourages dialogue, consensus building, and systems-thinking (key processes of
organizational learning) and creates the conditions for profound change to occur. It does not
prescribe or condemn other approaches but rather introduces and expands on new
possibilities."

5

Entire communities such as Whistler, BC and Canrnore, Alberta have adopted

the framework. Businesses and communities that have embraced the natural step philosophy
have actually realized increased profitability and reduced their overhead. Wal-Mart, the world's
largest retailer, is adopting new sustainable technology such as wind turbines, solar power, and

3

Mock, 1994. Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision Video documentary,
El Nasser, H. (February 14, 2005) Miss. Wal-Marts may apply 'new urbanism' in rebuilding. USA Today
5
Goodhart, L. (2006) The Natural Step: lecture notes

4

5

bio-fuel to supplement the resources it uses. 6 Wal-Mart has also released plans to build a new
store with smart growth urban planning using "new urbanism" principles in Mississippi.
It is hoped that by providing an overview of the site and its context, along with a
compendium of contemporary techniques focused on sustainability; future development of this
site can be undertaken in an environmentally and sociologically responsible manner. As traffic
and environmental issues shape the world we live in, innovative designs can begin to change the
way we interpret our world. Green ethics combined with technology, and art can generate
economically savings which can compete against the cultural norm. As the government begins
to create incentives to explore this new era, a culturally sensitive monument in the city of
Edmonton, would display leadership, corporate responsibility, and financial intelligence of a
business. It may also preserve the cultural heritage of the city, while reflecting on the important
decisions of the future. The design could reflect a new interpretation of the modernist
architecture of Eric Arthur and the Canada Packers plant, and reinforce the evolving
environmental social conscious through design.

Context
Regional Background of Edmonton, Alberta Canada
The Greater Metropolitan
Edmonton covers an area of
684 km 2 and has a population over
one million residents.

7

It has a
Fig. I Edmonton's river valley http://cdmonton.ca

colorful history of coal mining,
gold rushes, and Stanley Cup wins. Edmonton has been visited by the Queen, and much of the
6

Jesse Broehl, (June 22, 2005) Editor, Wal-Mart deploys, Solar, Wind, Sustainable design,
RenewableEnergy Access.com
7
Wikipedia (retrieved April 4, 2007) Edmonton http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmonton,_Alberta
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royal family, along with thousands of tourists that pass through West Edmonton Mall each year.
Known as Canada's festival city, Edmonton holds more than forty festivals each year and in
2006 experienced a 10.4% population growth in the metropolitan area. Today the city of
Edmonton boasts more urban parkland than any other city in North America. It contains over
150km of improved trails and maintains over 4500ha of parkland and open space with a total of
8
more than 460 parks. (seefig 36)

Resulting from the long history of population growth and the limited landfill capacity
available, Edmonton has also become a global leader in waste management. In Edmonton today,
over 60% of residential waste collected annually is diverted from the landfill and is composted or
9
recycled. This city's vision includes a program of sustainable actions issued in Edmonton's

2006 Environmental Strategic Plan which describes sustainable goals and recommendations for
implementation.
Sustainable business development is one strategy described in this report. It includes
eco-industrial development, demonstration projects/facilities, alternative energy, and land
reclamation to name only a few. The city of Edmonton, by developing sustainable partnerships
and creating economic incentives within the business community, can encourage sustainable
business growth. The plan includes actions and sustainable urban planning such as creating a
compact urban form, adoption of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design),
sustainable transportation planning, enhancing green space, clean-up of contaminated sites,
separating industrial development, preserving agricultural lands and reducing noise and light

8

Macintosh, R. and Sanderson, K. (2006) Edmonton's Environmental Strategic Plan 2006, Pg 98. City of
Edmonton
9
City of Edmonton, Materials recovery facility. www.edmonton.ca
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pollution. 10 Examples of sustainable actions by the city include the commission of programs
such as Brownfield Redevelopment Grant Pilot Program, which encourages infill development
on reclaimed contaminated sites. Five sites will utilize this grant and be cleaned up by 2011. The
reuse of abused sites encourages lighter growth patterns, reducing sprawl in outlying areas.
Other actions approved include the development of a commuting bike route which extends
towards downtown Edmonton. This route currently extends from the CN tower to Northlands
Coliseum. (see fig. 37) This project encourages the use of alternative transportation, thereby
reducing the consumption of fossil fuels and contributing to the health and lifestyle of the people
of Edmonton.

Historical Context of the Canada Packers Plant
The Fort Road area approximately three
kilometers northeast of the original city center
th
was first developed in the late 19 century as

industrial expansion located on the edge of the
old city among the grain elevators and
agricultural fields. New industries sprouted as
Fig. 2 North facing view of Canada Packers Chimney.

Edmonton grew to becoming a large center for
exporting Alberta beef, across the world,
numerous meat packing factories were already
established in the area, with the necessary
infrastructure of railway tracks. Other buildings

Fig. 3 south facing view of LRT tracks
10

Macintosh, R. and Sanderson, K. (2006) Edmonton's Environmental Strategic Plan 2006, Pg 85. City of
Edmonton
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soon began to line Fort Road as it continued to the heart of the city. This industry, just outside
the city limits, created a place for a few hundred men to commute everyday to work, and support
Edmonton families. The City even considered building a tramway in 1940's, to allow workers a
quick, efficient commute to work. Eventually the Belvedere public transit center was built in
1978, allowing quick transit directly to downtown Edmonton.
As the fragmentation of Agriculture fields continued residential development crept
between the surrounding mixed commercial and industrial businesses. A few remnants of Fort
Road's historical past remain today, including The Transit hotel, The Canada Packers Chimney
stack, Grain elevators (Agricore United, and Master Feeds), The Swift Packers Plant and several
historical residential buildings, as well as crisscrossing railroad tracks.
Within the city these structures (the
roads, railway tracks, and historic development)
combine the morphological growth of the city
into a series of open spaces, transit corridors,
and edges of vernacular history. In more recent
years underpasses were built on fort road and
th
66 street to allow traffic under the busy CN

Fig. 4 North facing view of Canada Packer Chimney and Fort Road

Railway, shipping goods throughout the Edmonton area. Yellowhead Trail was expanded and
lowered creating an underpass which is attached to a bridge on the north portion of Wayne
Gretzky Drive offering scenic views to the Edmonton Coliseum and to the two large grain
elevators into the heart of Edmonton.

9

History of the Canada Packers Plant
Farming has always been a part of Alberta life and a strong part of our economy and as
the city of Edmonton grew it has collected new memories, and new stories to tell us. In 1936 the
11
Canada Packers plant was built at a cost of $1 million dollars. During the depression this

facility offered new employment to over 300 Edmontonians.

12

In the height of its day it

13
employed over 1000 employees.

Several other packing plants were built nicknaming the area packingtown. Rail tracks
were built to allow the shipments of cows to be delivery efficiently to be processed and delivered
throughout Edmonton, and shipped further
abroad.
This building was designed by
Professor Eric Arthur, head of the department
of architecture at the University of Toronto.
Arthur was one of the first advocates in
modern design influencing Canadian

Fig 5

W\\ \\.

ima!!escn.technomuses.ca/industrv

lmage:CN005489

architectural students and professionals. The Canada Packers plant designed in the modernist
international sty le won a gold medal at the Exhibition of Architecture and Allied Arts in 1937.

14

11

Sadava, M. (200 I, May 18) Chimney has stack of tales to tell, Edmonton Journal, 82, City.
Unknown, ( 1936, March 16) First Sod Turned for new industry: Mayor Turns First Sod on Plant Ground,
Edmonton Bulletin
13
Sadava, M. (2001, May 18) Chimney has stack of tales to tell, Edmonton Journal, 82, City.
14
Carr, A. (retrieved 2007) The Canadian Encyclopedia: Arthur, Eric Ross. Website:
I arta000033 7
www .canadianencylopedia.ca/index.cfm?pgnm=tce&params=A
12

10

Some historical design considerations
included diverting the Little Rat Creek that
15
used to flow through the site. It was built

with 1.1 million bricks, 6 hundred feet of
board lumber, 2 hundred and twenty thousand
sections of tile, 14 thousand tons of concrete,
22 thousand feet of pipe and 50 miles of

Fig 6 www.ima!!escn.technomuses.ca/industry

lmage:CN005488

electrical wire in 12 miles of conduit. It also contained thirteen rail carloads of Spanish cork used
to insulate the coolers and freezers.

16

Today all that stands on the site is the 10 storey chimney

which was considered the largest brick chimney in Western Canada.

17

The Planning Context of the Canada Packers Plant
The Canada Packers Plant is located along Fort Road at the southern edge of the
Belvedere planning district as shown in Figure 7 and 8. The Fort Road area has been the subject
of extensive master planning by the City of Edmonton. This planning focuses on new urbanism,
sustainability, and the economic renewal of the Fort Road area. This plan encourages the use of
alternative transportation and creates a healthier pedestrian environment aimed to enhance
commercial activity along Fort Road. The Fort Road TOD may create opportunities to integrate
the design with the Canada Packers Business Park; thereby, increasing the economic viability of
this whole comn1ercial center through sustainable design associated business.

15

Unknown, (1936, March 16) First Sod Turned for new industry: Mayor Turns First Sod on Plant Ground,
Edmonton Bulletin
16
Hall, I. (retrieved 2004, April 02) Canada Packers Plant- North Edmonton. Website:
www.ashraenac.edmonton.ab.ca/NAC _ history.htm
17
Sadava, M. (2001, May 18) Chimney has stack of tales to tell, Edmonton Journal, 82, City.
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This map shows the location of
Fort Road Rehabilitation, and
the major transportation
corridors in North East
Edmonton. Please note the
location of the old Canada
packer's site in the figure
below.

ClAREVIEW STATION

Fort Road
Old Town

BELVEDERESTA ION

..
N

Fig. 7 City of Edmonton, Planning and Development (2002) Fort Road Old Town
Master Plan (Pg 9)

The figure on the right shows
the context of the Canada
Packers Site in relation to the
Fort Road redevelopment plan.
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Belvedere Redevelopment Plan
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The Old Fort Road Master plan
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approved 2002, is scheduled to widen fort
road to six lanes and include a landscaped
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Fig 9 City of Edmonton, Planning and Development (2002) Fort
Road Old Town Master Plan (Pg 33)
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Fig 10 City of Edmonton, Planning and Development (2002) Farr Road Old Town Master Plan (Pg 4)

communities and increase the tax base and LRT transit income making this project an
economical gain for the city.

18

City of Edmonton, Planning and Development (Retrieved 2007) Fort Road Redevelopment Website:
0 0 272 214 0 43/http%3B/CMSServer/COEWeb/infrastru
www.edmonton.ca/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS
cture+p lann ing+and+bu i Idin g/current+and+future+projects/0 Id+Town-Fort+ Road+ Redevelopment. htm
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The expansion of this walkable community includes a bike commuter corridor which
would follow the LRT system into downtown Edmonton. The current increase in land prices
also validates the success of this project as potential buyers for commercial property; continue to
search for prime real estate that is
accessible from the Yellowhead
Trail and the north-east end of the
city.
Reflecting Edmonton's
sustainable goals, this mixed use
development provides affordable
housing marketed towards young
professional families. The
naturalization of the street including
Street trees, wide sidewalks, and

Fig. 11: Modified from City of Edmonton, Planning and Development (2002)
For/ Road Old Town Master Plan (Pg I OJ

access to trails and a small pocket park have been added to rejuvenate this area of the city. This
proposed TOD (transit- oriented-development) is a 5 minute walk from most businesses along
Fort Road as shown in Figure B. It is also approximately a 10-20 minute walk to the old Canada
th
Packers plant and to the other commercial businesses on 50 Street. Each colored ring represents

500 meters or 1500ft. According to The New American Metropolis

19

the first ring would be the

walkable portion of the TOD and green and blue would be considered a secondary area which
may be accessed by bike and car.

19

Calthrope, P. (1993) The Next American Metropolis, Pg 62,67,88 Princeton Architectural Press
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As shown in the Fort Road
planning concept, commercial and
mixed-use zoning along the Fort
road pedestrian corridor continues
into the Canada Packers Site just
off the map. This intensification of
commercial zoning will add to the
potential consumer market of the
Canada Packers business park. The
existing high density residential as

Fig l2 Fort Road Planning Concept City of Edmonton, Planning and Development
(2002) Fort Road Old Town Master Plan (Pg 30)

shown in Figure A is situated between The Belvedere Station and the Canada Packers Site and
optimal for walking to the Canada Packers plant. The commercial corridor proposed on Fort
Road is designed to create more pedestrians.
Once the Fort Road redevelopment is in place and the business park is built the
population will reach a critical mass which could be serviced easily with transit. One solution to
connect the Belvedere Station to the business park is to create an express van which picks up
passengers at the station and drops them
off at stops in the park. This van may
run on alternative fuels such as biodiesel
supplied by used vegetable oil from a
local restaurant. The van may operated
.

by the Fort Road Business Association,
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Fig 13 Cal thrope, P. ( 1993) The Next American Metropolis, Pg 62
Princeton Architectural Press
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further increase pedestrian traffic along this corridor. The Belvedere TOD is the best point of
access for transit with a park & ride, access to LRT and bus lines. The higher density apartment
blocks built next to the Clareview LRT Station would also have quick access to the Belvedere
TOD. The proposed Belvedere TOD with mixed use development and housing will create more
even pedestrians. If a private express bus line (running on these cheap alternative fuels such as
bio-diesel) is connected to RONA and the rest of the business park circulating on a 5-10 minute
interval it could be a large source of customers. In some stores Ikea has integrated public
transportation linking it directly to the shopping center. The Yellowhead casino, a poor example
of development, actually has its own vehicle to chauffeur people between their vehicles in an
oversized parking lot and the business. This park and ride system may reduce the minimum
number of parking spaces and allow more retail development to be sold. This is also shown in
"·

.....,.,_:-A'(.,.J
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J~
______
; l_l
□~Jc
;....;
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Fig 14 Calthrope, P. (1993) The Next American Metropolis, Pg 68 Princeton Architectural Press
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20
Calthorpes' "The Next American Metropolis" in figure 14.

The Site
The purpose of this section is to look at the issues affecting the site, both natural and cultural,
and to examine the influences of the issues on ultimate site planning. A traditional site analysis
for design purposes would require an in depth study of the conditions beyond the scope of this
report. The small south west portion of the site is reported to contain a landfill, which is an
element which would require further research, and environmental study. Other aspects would
include a detailed demographic analysis supported by the Urban Parks Master Plan: Leisure and
1
Recreation Trends Analysis.2

Natural Systems
Soils

Although no formal environmental
studies have been obtained, the site has
been subject to all kinds of urban and
industrial use. There was no available
documented knowledge of what
contaminations may actually be there.
Noted on site were barrels disposed
Fig 15 Abandoned Barrel on Canada Packers Site

haphazardly on site, either by former businesses or by transients passing through. The Canada
Packers Plant now demolished may have left traces of asbestos, and other toxic elements. Further
research must be completed to ensure that future development will not create new environmental
problems or future health complications.

°Calthrope, P. (1993) The Next American Metropolis, Pg 68 Princeton Architectural

2

Press
City of Edmonton (2002) Urban Parks Master Plan: leisure and Recreation Trends Analysis Community
services, City of Edmonton.

21
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Winds
The prevailing winds flow from the northeast southbound across the site. Today most of
the pioneer trees, which establish themselves voluntarily, have been removed due to social
implications. The openness of the site exposes it to wind exposure and soil erosion. It also leaves
an opportunity to understand how wind will affect future development through wind models. The
placement of new buildings will be able to harness and block strong winds to make this park
more comfortable. Wind generators may be explored, but are often too noisy for an urban setting.
These may also cause hazards to small aircraft as they approach the municipal airport.

Plants
Although most of the pioneer trees have been removed, several windbreaks still exist
th
along the perimeter of the site. The trees along 66 street and the LRT tracks are a critical

element, accenting the LRT crossing and the entrance along the Canada Packers plant. These
plants can collect snow and water harvesting the snow before it lands on the road. These trees
prevent strong winds from blowing down on vehicles situated on icy roads, and provide shade
reducing glare from the urban landscape. The existing trees neglected, and abused from years of
salt damage and pollution are simply ugly, but they serve vital functions which is better than
nothing. A new design should harness and accentuate the function they provide, but beautify and
create a sense of enclosure like Olmsted's central park. A design which eliminates urban noise
from traffic, glares from vehicles, and cleans the air from the smog. Plants chosen correctly
could increase the viable habitat for urban wildlife such as squirrels, birds, and even butterflies.

Drainage
Although the hydrology of this city has dramatically changed with the channelization of
Little Rat Creek and the installation of culverts draining into the North Saskatchewan River. This

18

site still remains a low point in the urban infrastructure of this area. The removal of the Canada
Packer's plant simply lowered an area where water may pool before draining into the natural
system. The Yellowhead Trail, which is now much lower the site will undoubtedly be the
collection of rainwater in a one hundred year flood, but precautions, should still be considered
for this site. A design which utilizes the collection of its rainwater for irrigation, cleaning, and
other commercial uses is a sustainable one. Water creates a sense of tranquility and can be
harnessed in ponds with ducks swimming across it, or in the sound of a water feature splashing
around with children playing in it. Drainage can collect the water lowering water bills and
reducing the cost of maintenance, while providing vital ecological function.

Visual impact on City
Surrounding significant
landscape areas include the
historical character of Fort
Road. With its ten storey
height, the chimney offers
Edmonton a piece of history
integrating it into its collective
memory. This area is one of the

Fig 16 Visual impact assessment

richest cultural areas in Edmonton. The site is located between the Coliseum, which is now
known as Rexall Place and Old Towne Fort Road. The Coliseum, which is the home ice of the
Oilers, can hold up to 16,839 people and frequently hosts dozens of other major events. It is at
the intersection of the Yellowhead (60 000) and Wayne Gretzky Drive (49 000) making it a
major landmark. The site should see over 100 000 vehicles per day and numerous commuters on

19

the LRT according to the Edmonton traffic flow map. 22 The chimney stack is centered in around
an excavated pit where the Canada Packers plant used to be and may be a low point in the urban
watershed. This allows an opportunity to integrate a retention pond into the historic area
facilitation open park space. The chimney stack is a fond memory which artistically describes
the nostalgia of this era and must be preserved. The Grain elevators and the Edmonton Coliseum
are also important views which should be considered for a design. Other views to the
surrounding landscape should be screened while allowing passing people to view and admire the
architecture of the new development.
Site Meaning

The Canada Packers site is a cultural icon of our past, and informs the city of its place through its
vernacular architecture. As a cultural icon it may be reinterpreted and rebuilt, but has the
opportunity to also reflect new values and be a part of the community. It creates an opportunity
to reinforce the identity of the place with proposed development. It may also reinforce the
importance of this place in the city with the new vision of the space as a cultural monument. A
cultural monument which defined in postmodern thinking will reflect meaning in a city. Without
meaning, spaces lose their identity and can be interpreted as spaces of corporate
superimpositions or gentrification. Barry Curtis identifies the importance of architecture and how
it creates meaning in a city with his statement: "Architecture is always in relation to a time and
place of origin, and it also endures and is marked by the passage of time and interpretation.
Architecture is always suspended between inventory and memory, so that its significance
articulates meanings at once in a syntagmatic and paradigmatic dimensions. It provides
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containers for memories in a culture where they are super abundant" 23 The containers for these
spaces may be looked at as a "new monumentality" as Paul Walker quotes Sigred Gieldon
"People desire buildings to be more than a functional fulfillment. They seek the expression of
their aspirations in monumentality .... Monumentality springs from the eternal need to create
symbols .... 24 Expanding on this idea, environmental awareness continues and political
regulations become more stringent, there is a need for a monument to be built that reflects those
values. The monument will not only reinforce the environmental ethic, but benefit the users
economically through energy savings. This ethic will reshape our collective thoughts and
recognize the need for change in our own places. Ethics may be enforced by commercial
demonstrations by teaching consumers how to make green choices while taking advantage of
green technology. A place of edutainment and learning may bring a new perspective to the
experience of shopping. This experience defines how a company is interpreted and viewed by the
public. A place that may become more than commercial center, where memories and traditions
can be formed is ideal. This is where trust and patronage can be reinforced through design. These
activities will develop into the memory of the city, and the forms will grow with the memories.
The memory of a city is its very essence; Edmonton has been shaped by its past, leaving
buildings and spaces reconstructed and reinterpreting its urban forms. Forms may be recognized
as buildings, roads, or open spaces such as the preservation the river valley, and limiting the
swan hills landfill by supporting its recycling programs. These forms are reminders of happier
days, simpler times, and may be used in the redesign or interpretation of a site. Pierce Lewis
summarizes these reminders in his statement: "In sum, landscape is a historic document that tells
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a story --- actually multiple stories--- about the people who created the landscape and the cultural
context in which that the landscape was embedded."
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Monuments bring thousands of tourists a year to visit. These are often can be
reinterpreted as attractions just as the Lincoln memorial in Washington DC. They become places
of wonder, and relaxation. Parks often have the opportunity of to host events, lights and
community gatherings. Monuments often are a place of healing, and symbols of power, and
cultural history. When comparing these two places they can often serve the same social purpose
to bring people together. Monuments may also be places of education to teach students, and
reinforce the cultural values they embrace. These places often have interpretive signage and tours
to help people understand the history of the site, and the meaning behind its being. The Canada
Packers plant was awarded a gold medal in Architect and Allied arts because of its cunning
social statement about design. It seems only fitting that this site would be the place of a new
monument. This design may also reflect the native grasses and vegetation which fed the cattle
and our economy for so many years. Monuments which reflect our social consciousness has
occurred for thousands of years. Should any be considered any less today? The Eiffel tower was
built for the world's fair introducing steel as a monument to the industrial age. The Chicago
world's fair introduced the United States to the Great White Beautiful movement and Le
Corbusier introduced modernism to Europe. A constant in design has been about statements and
power, statements such as the Arc de Trompe in Paris to the World Trade Centers in New York.
Today the Canada packer's business park could tell a story of agriculture, and the future.
Tomorrow it could be the beginning of the next industrial revolution.
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Social Issues
When rebuilding a site
the mere removal of
undesirable elements, may not
solve the problem, the social
issues must be addressed.
Although this may be a much
bigger issue, education

Fig 17 Map extrapolated from information available on http://maps.edmonton.ca/

opportunities and the restriction of alcohol, and other abusive substances may improve real
community standards. The addition of a casino and hotel north of the site may increase the
poverty from gambling, and the addiction problems associated with it. New government
assistance programs should be created to ensure that residents will have help to deal with their
financial situations. I believe the creation of a TOD project is a major boost to the city of
Edmonton and their environmental strategy; a poor image associated with that problem would
setback the establishment of similar projects for years
Recently the Canada Packers site has been cleaned up with the city of Edmonton
removing make-shift homes and garbage from the site. The site contained several drugs and
needles throughout the site creating serious social issues. The "pioneer" plants such as trembling
aspen were removed to increase the security of the site and prevent homeless from rebuilding.
This abandoned site was undoubtedly chosen for homeless, because of its remoteness to
police surveillance, and cover from the cold winter wind. I believe the number violent crimes, as
shown in the diagram above, is attributed to its proximity to numerous liquor stores. Most of the
reported crime in this area occurs within the Fort Road and Eastwood communities. Nearby dark
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streets provide cover for illegal activities, and run-down bars and liquor stores are prevalent in
the area, catering locally to a lower
,.,,4~

income population.
The development of this project
will undoubtedly increase crime

------------------·---------

Who's Buying Green Homes?
Highest % of Green Home
Buyers:
-+Women
-+Average age of 45
-+Married couples

'Green Home buyers are
keen to team, like to
travel, and are willing to
spend time to get the best
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regardless, due to the lack of police
security which goes into managing this
plot ofland. Unsavory activity usually
McGnrwHill
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happens in the darkness of the city
where they may hide from the police and

Fig 18 Green Market in USA- McGraw Hill Construction
http://www.construction.com/AboutUs/2007/GreenHomescustomersurvey
April2007.pdf

the rest of society. Domestic violence usually occurs in areas with finanical insecurity, and
substance abuse, often these may become violent and a serious social problem. To avoid these
problems the intergration of markets which cater to the people that are more finacially secure and
do not have social problems. A optimum demographic to attact to this development would be
young married women approximately 25-45. Women are more sensitive to security, and may be
a indicator to how they percieve the security of the design. 26 Marriage typically means a more
stable lifestyle, and is similarly recognized by insurance companies to be at less of a risk in
driving. Professionals might also be an attractive demographic because, their income is usually
higher and suffer from less social issues. According to McGraw Hill Construction, 71 % of
women aged 25-45 is the largest market of people who are buying green houses. 27 Once this area
is well lit, it allows security to patrol the area, and possible residents to spot anything out of
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order. As soon as the lights go on in this area of the city, it will cease to be a refuge for homeless
and other crime. Other government run facilities may become more aware of the problem, and
find space to help these people.
The rehabilitation of Old Towne should integrate new affordable housing to young
professionals and lower crime rates. The increase of quality housing that is convenient to
downtown commuters on the LRT as shown in Figure A on Page 13, will increase LRT sales and
taxes associated with the development. It
also creates an abundance of opportunities
for business and property management.
Mixed-use development will also allow
creative opportunities for industry and
commercial business to thrive. The
Fig 19 Mixed-Use www.greenbuildingservices.com

establishment of businesses such as
restaurants, and retail will keep this area full of Jane Jacobs' actors day and night. The increase
of traffic and surveillance tend to lower crime; one option is to integrate luxury apartment style
living within the development. This will increase security, park prestige, and economic activity
offering niches to many new such as coffee shops and other businesses. RONA could build
apartment style living on top of their store decreasing heat loss, and offering sweeping views of
the city and the green architecture in view.
Summary
This cursory overview would support a design which looks at restoring ecological
function to a deprecated landscape. Socially, the added intrinsic value to this community through
the design could give meaning to this area, while increasing its economic vitality. The design
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may also influence the way we view our cities and how we build and live our lives. This will
offer a sustainable education through example, and create a sustainable market which will serve
the needs of the community. The design may give the city an outlet to the people to access this
knowledge of sustainable design, instead of government managed programs which typically
affect governments and big business. As the site is reinterpreted within the city, it may integrate
the social and economic classes within the Fort Road area to combat crime and provide a better
quality of life for citizens of Edmonton.

Sustainable Development
This section of the study includes a
compendium of contemporary planning
philosophies geared toward both social and
environmental sustainability. These carefully
applied principles should guide the development of
the Canada Packers site to becoming a model of

Fig 20 People Gathering www.lynnjone.org.uk

responsible development for Edmonton & North America.
The business of tomorrow
This site is an opportunity to create a cultural landmark within the city of Edmonton. A place
where businesses and people can interact, share and develop new ideas. Using a sustainable
framework, this business park could implement cost-effective sustainable solutions; which
integrate customer interpretive centers for edutainment promoting the business through expertise
and shared values; this is a place where trust, memories and customer loyalty can be formed.
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No other green commercial business park exists in the Edmonton area, which would draw people
from all over the city. This park may remain
competitive by offering the same goods and services,
while saving money and marketing green alternatives.
This green market is still largely unexplored which
could draw customers from all over the city, and from
the surrounding communities all over the province to

Fig 21 Green Roof www.static.llicker.com/57/l 97744

study this new facility. Cost-saving joint purchasing of common services within the business
park such as solar power, recycled water, and other byproducts may increase the efficiency of the
park. This first step will give the business park and RONA a competitive edge on their
competition testing new ground with future technologies and design. Government funding such
as the Commercial Building Incentive Program (CBIP) may be increased to make green
technology more accessible to the general public. Designs may include a green bookstore to help
educate the public and the private contractors about the advantages of green living. RONA has
an existing webpage dedicated to the benefits of green technology. This knowledge could be
integrated into store operations, and marketing boards. An intensive green roof may be used as a
demonstration garden, to market these materials and other green solutions. Its location just
minutes away from downtown may be marketed to Architectural firms, and other office
locations. The prestige associated with park can improve the marketable image of the company,
as a company that truly cares about the environment and Canada's future. The green
infrastructure would provide amenities for staff and customers, with an opportunity to shop in a
pedestrian friendly environment. This may include programs run by the city of Edmonton to
foster the arts with a green emphasis.
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The Natural Step

The Natural step is a framework to implement sustainable action and economic benefit
from these actions. Currently Edmonton actively holds free education workshops to educate
residents about its recycling program and encourages residents to participate in environmental
discussions. This business park has the opportunity to become a gathering place where the city
can learn new sustainable techniques. The Natural step is just one of many frameworks
established to become a more environmentally sustainable business. One other frame work for
sustainability is the Canadian ISO 14001 Certification. The Natural Step framework follows
four system conditions that help guide businesses and communities to a more sustainable
community.
These four system conditions are:28
1. "In the sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing

concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth's crust."

The Natural Step for Communities written by Sarah James, and Torbjorn Lahti writes this means
that we need to "eliminate our community's contribution to fossil fuel dependence and to
wasteful use of scarce metals and scarce metals and minerals. " 29 Solutions may include: Transit

oriented development, mixed use development, public transit, renewable energy, alternative
fuels, and organic agriculture minimizing petrochemical fertilizers, and herbicides. For example,
businesses in this park could utilize used vegetable oil from the restaurants for Biofuel. RONA
could use a delivery vehicle which runs on bio-diesel to make deliveries, lowering delivery costs
and capitalizing on this service.

28
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S. James & T. Lahti, (2004) The Natural Step for Communities Pg6-8
S. James & T. Lahti, (2004) The Natural Step for Communities Pg9
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2. "Substances produced by society must not systematically increase in the ecosphere."

The Natural Step for Communities writes this means that we need to "eliminate our community's
contribution to dependence upon persistent chemicals and wasteful use of synthetic
substances." 30 This may include healthy building design, and construction that will reduce or

eliminates use of toxic building materials. Create purchasing programs to buy environmentally
benign products instead of harmful pesticides, fertilizers. These substances accumulate in nature
poisoning, and accumulating in ourselves. Materials such as Mercury, lead, and Dioxin are still
around poisoning water supplies, fish, and crops. This may also mean eliminating toxic Volatile
organic compounds (VOC) used in operations. Organic paint is an excellent option for reducing
these substances, especially indoors where the health affects us most. The health department in
the future would save money on the
effects these VOC's would cause to
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the general public. Should the city
place taxes on these environmentally
harmful substances may reduce the
cost of selling environmentally safe
products. Edmonton regularly tests
Industries, water supplies and waste
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Fig 22 Indoor Air Quality
http://www.earthforce.org/200607/Pane12GreenBuildingMcGuire.pdf

sites for such chemicals.
3. "The physical basis for productivity and diversity of nature must not be systematically
diminished."

This may include redevelopment of existing sites, developing infrastructure policies and
development to include: open space, forest, and habitat preservation. Policies will also affect
30

S. James & T. Lahti, (2004) The Natural Step for Communities Pg9
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water use, recycling of wash water, and finally sewage treatment by plants. The Natural Step for
Communities explains this as essentially "eliminate our community's contribution to
encroachment upon nature 31 " Nature provides natural eco-services such as: Plants help clean our

air and water; birds are effective insect control, and Dragon flies feed on mosquitoes.
4. "There must be fair and efficient use of resources with respect to meeting human
needs."

Translated it means that the proposed solution needs to be economically viable and meet
everyone's needs. If you include employees with a set vision and a part in the process of
developing an innovative sustainable solution which can reduce overhead expenses and benefit
the environment; the sky is the limit. It offers an opportunity for the community to participate in
and develop a solution that works. This asset-based solution is a way to motivate positive change
in a community and a business. These sustainable values may then be shared with the public,
with outstanding employee support. Their pride in the solution will increase employee moral and
possibly employee longevity with the company. Customers will be impressed by the knowledge
and depth of employees and their effort to help them with their problems. Affordable,
sustainable solutions is already available for customers, however the access to this knowledge is
limited. A sustainable bookstore, with building demonstrations, and with estimated energy
savings posted as a handout or actually beside items (similar to grocery stores) would offer
residents the ability to choose a higher priced item if they knew it would save them money.
One example might include a water-saving showerhead that saves 30% of water, if you
listed an average household water price compared to an estimated savings, the customer may
choose a more expensive sustainable option. With less water used the city wouldn't need to
clean or supply as much water to a growing city. Should the city then offer pricing incentives to
31
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sell ecologically sustainable options? The same could hold true for bio-degradable cleaners and
solutions, thus making sustainable solutions more competitive, while reducing water treatment
costs similar to Santa Monica.

Businesses
The Natural step's framework implements these conditions, and refers to this as the
ABCD method; Awareness (of the environment, group education, solutions to ecological
problems), Baseline (scrutinize and take inventory of present conditions, analyze inefficiencies),
Clear and compelling vision for sustainability (brainstorm solutions to the problems), and down
to action. (This also is known as back-casting. It organizes goals and targets in steps, which will
be completed on a timeline ).
Ikea is one of the world's leaders in this theory. They are the largest manufacturer of
furniture in the world; Created new processes and practices that are environmentally sensitive,
and profitable. They include: Sustainable forestry, ensure environmentally sensitive purchasing
from suppliers, Offer sustainable products (A.LR. sofas and armchairs filled with air, using 1/6
resources of other products 32 ) and reduce

The Natural Step Fra-worll:

the A-8-C-O Proceu

energy and waste. In 1998, Ikea's Green
lights program upgraded 90% of its system to
efficient lighting. This has reduced KW usage
by 3 million, which is an annual savings 500
The pres.ent ------The

million.
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future

Fig 23 Natural Step Framework www.naturalstep.ca
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Some methods implemented included switching to renewable raw materials and energy
resources; using degradable materials during processing that can be reused or converted to other
resources afterwards, constructing new products which can be easily sorted and recycled after the
product life is expired. These methods refrain from all operations which unnecessary intrude
into the natural environment, Reducing and cutting back on resources used to build or create
products. Designing new products which can be easily fixed when they break ensuring product
life; Reusing waste materials in the construction phase, recycling or even reusing waste materials
for fuel.
Scandic hotels are one of the fastest growing hotel chains in Europe. They implemented
the Natural Step. Their processes included group education, new auditing processes to reduce
waste, creating new supplier standards, and creating an environmental friendly Ecoroom. Group
education consists of dividing employees into groups of eight, including cleaning personnel, who
suggested using refillable glass containers in bathrooms for soap and shampoo, using
wastebaskets designed for recycling, and charging customers for television use. The new
auditing process geared towards resources that focused on conserving water, energy, and waste.
In the first year, energy consumption was down 7%, water use was down 4%, and unsorted waste
35
Scandic
was down 15%.34 This auditing process added $800,000 to the hotel spending budget.

Hotels also created an Ecoroom that is 97% recyclable. 36 New supplier standards were also
created to ensure that everything the hotel buys was environmentally sensitive. Eliminating
bleach from cleaning supplies was an example. Their programs educated the suppliers on the
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impacts of the chemicals on society. Their suppliers invested in new energy efficient machines,
which use less water and energy. This gave their suppliers a savings of approximately 17%
which is a significant competitive edge. 37
Collins Pine, an international sawmill and wood manufacturer, has followed a similar
processes creating new standards, reducing expenses, reducing energy use, and capturing waste
as a new resource. New steam traps now recover 90% of waste water used. The plywood mill
38
now recaptures excess steam for heating which creates a savings of $152,000 a year . All

39
sawdust now is recycled as fuel which saves $525 000 a year in heating costs . Finally the waste

water is reused to irrigate the landscaping, naturally filtering the water back into the ecosystem.
Interface, the world's largest carpet manufacturer and Natural Step advocate, has also
demonstrated that a profit can be realized following this system. Implementing the process they
recycled products, analyzed environmental impacts, and recycled and recaptured the waste as
energy and materials to save the environment and money. They quickly implemented sustainable
measures, reducing 32% in waste, reducing landfill trips by 60%, and saving $336 Million
dollars since 1995 (2006). 40 Interface began leasing carpet instead of selling carpet to ensure
materials would be recycled and reused in their processes. The saved money was invested into
sustainable technology research. These investments lead to construction of facilities which use
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both solar and wind power for production. In 1994 its revenues had doubled and its profits had
. 1e d .41
tnp

LEED certification

Leader in Energy Efficient Design (LEED) certification is based on a checklist of
sustainable Categories. These categories include: sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy and
atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor environmental quality, and innovation and design
process. To achieve LEED certification you must have a minimum of 26 points for bronze, a
minimum of 33 for silver, a minimum of 39 for gold, and a minimum of 59 for platinum of a
total of 70 points. 42 The natural elements of Canada Packers site, such as redevelopment, means
that without much planning it could receive a LEED certification. Projects that qualify for LEED
may also qualify for funding from Natural Resources Canada's Commercial Building Incentive
Program (CBIP). 43 These projects are 44% more efficient than a conventional building, which
means a huge amount of energy savings. These designs are based on green technology and
energy efficient designs.
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Fig 24 Green Market in USA- McGraw Hill Construction
http://www.construction.com/ About Us/2007 /G reenHomescustomersurvey A pril20
07.pdf

more businesses in the area and be
beneficial for all stakeholders. The increase in commuter traffic will spawn more growth in LR T
sales making the development more profitable for the city fulfilling its environmental strategic
goals. The development of green and open space will also make this area a better place to live
improving the quality of life, and bringing more young professionals to this area. The recycling
of energy and materials throughout the site will reduce our environmental impact on the city and
the costs associated with it. An increase in employment from new businesses, and a new
environmental market with sustainable choices will be created. This market concentrated in one
area will make sustainable choices for the consumer easier to make. Access to sustainable
solutions is one of availability, for example fruits and vegetables are sold in the produce section,
but Organic fruits and vegetables are sold in the organic section. How can a consumer compare
the difference if they are not given an equal opportunity?
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Safety
The rejuvenation of this historic relic, will allow access to this site. Police currently can
not patrol this area at night because of access, and lack of visibility. The development of this area
will also allow businesses to hire private companies to patrol and monitor their businesses. The
increase in population at various times of the day will lower crime due to increased visibility.
Most property and common crime are elements of opportunity and will reduce the opportunity
for criminals to succeed. This will effectively increase the efficiency of police to cover an area in
their vehicles and reduce the crime in this area.
Ecological Function
Ecological function may be restored in this design through careful green planning. This
may increase native habitat for birds, but also allow groundwater to be recharged on this site. It
may be a place of learning where children, parents and professionals may meet and learn about
new green technology, design and ecology. The hydro logic cycle may be harnessed for
irrigation, providing aesthetic sounds, while offering refuge to urban wildlife such as songbirds.
The ecological system can use non-chemical solutions for landscape maintenance as part of an
education session.
New Urbanism
New Urbanism is a style of urban
planning used to create more walk able
communities. It is organized in several principles
to: mixed-use, transit-oriented, walkable, and
diverse. The process of creating a walkable
neighborhood to key destinations such as

Fig. 25 Calthrope, P. (1993) The Next American
Metropolis, Pg 56 Princeton Architectural Press
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commercial, residential, parks and transit stops may be increased by a diverse mixed-use
(commercial/ residential) development. A walkable community would mean that within a 10
minute walk you would have access to any number of services; furthermore the accessibility of
transit would increase providing better service to the area. The ideal wait time would be every
five minutes, as in the city of Curitiba, Brazil. The city of Curitiba has one of the largest BRT
systems in the world, and 1.9 million people travel on it every day with a user approval rating of
89%. 44 These systems have been extremely efficient due to the dedicated transit corridors, as
shown in the center lane of figure 26. Increased density within a neighborhood also increases the
amount of people
are available to
utilized the transit
system, and also
increase the street life
of a development. The pedestrian environment is a key element in creating a comfortable place.
Vernacular architecture combined with street trees, and sidewalks buffered from noise, pollution
and cars can create an active healthy, economic streetscape.
The creation of a new urbanist design which maintains the pedestrain scale of a street, is
more walkable and allows customers to browse in a unique comfortable environment. The
success of a design may be measured by the time a pedestrian takes to travel from one store to
another. Currently big box stores cater only to the vechile, which creates huge parking lots,
which could be filled with stores, and other development. (See figure 14) This sty le of
development still may intergrate parking to allow customers to find their destinations quickly
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and effectively. Parking spaces may be placed on the edges of the development allowing you to
access the pedestrain environment on the inside. If you are the last one to find a parking space in
a traditional big box development it is usually a fair hike to your destination. Combining new
urbanist principles along with some public transportation can allow a site to be more accessible
and encourage other forms of transportation. These interior streets may still be accessible to
allow vechiles to pick up and drop off people directly infront of the door, but simply place the
parking off to the side, instead of infront of the building. Big Box stores are still successful in
urban sprawl because you must arrive by car, and may also be considered an adaptation to urban
sprawl because of the a general pedestrain environment contained within the store. Most "Big
Box" stores even include food which is a what William Whyte defines as a great place to be. Big
box stores still lacks nature, and the sky which new urbanism embraces. The streets of a new
urbanism design may be considered the aisles of store. Big box stores also lack in fa9ade, which
could be a place for outdoor cafes, galleries, and barber shops which invite people from the
street. This architecture may be used to promote products, sales or simply attract people to these
places to be a part of the atmosphere and watch other people. Big Box stores still may have a
place in the landscape, but be integrated with the streetscape of a new urbanist development. A
new development produced by Walmart, integrates these concepts to a new location, while
allowing them to develop more of their site.
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Bike Trails
The addition of bike
trails will allow more people to
access businesses in this park.
Including the trails within the
design, which allows the park
to control prominent views,
and direct them through the
site while increasing incidental

Fig 27 Existing LRT Bike Trail Photo: City of Edmonton, Courtesy: Claire Stock

sales. A carefully planned bike trail may pass through the Canada Packers site and connect along
Wayne Gretzky Drive. The city of Edmonton is currently trying to purchase the CN along the
LRT train tracks to complete a commuter bicycle trail. CN currently must service businesses
within this corridor preventing the immediate acquisition of the property. This may allow a bikelot to be built servicing the businesses, and increasing the potential for deliveries. It also may be
integrated into the design for LEED Credit.
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Case Studies & Building Techniques
The following are a few examples are provided as successful case studies of businesses, and
business parks which are adopting new sustainable designs. Similar designs and plans are being
produced all over the world, including proposals from corporations such as Ford to communities
such as Okotoks, just outside Calgary. These designs, places, and people extend past the scope of
this report, and are an example of a changing social consciousness. These new sustainable ideals,
combined with energy and water conservation are becoming responsible design models which
are self sustaining, economically profitable, and aesthetic. As the costs of water, land energy and
other natural resources rise, these buildings will become the model of how new buildings are
constructed.
GreenZone- Umea, Sweden

This site was created on brownfield contaminated land and rehabilitated. Tenants in this
business park include: a car dealership, gas station and car wash, and finally a fast food
restaurant. These companies were McDonalds, Ford
and Staoil. These companies implemented buildings
that are green, using 100% renewable energy.
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Parking lots use Turf-stone as a permeable surface
replenishing groundwater. Buildings are also made
out of recycled materials. Energy efficient designs
also reduce the energy required by 60% to

,~-- . I
Fig 28 Greenzonc http://www.greenzone.nu/

conventional designs.
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S. James & T. Lahti, (2004) The Natural Step for Communities Pg78
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Each business is self sufficient, using environmental technology such as solar power, and
geothermal venting to recapture waste heat and reusing it throughout the business park.
McDonald's captures excess heat from its grills and fryers and sends it to geothermal holding
tanks. McDonalds also uses a natural HV AC system. This system uses terrarium air filters to

----

clean and cool the buildings

I

interior air. It also adds oxygen,
and absorbs carbon dioxide
through the natural processes of
photosynthesis. Twice every hour
Stream Vldt1tf

/

Pumpng StioibOn

jets of water spray the leaves in the

~

Conoec'.edto~

Fig 29 Greenzone building section http://www.greenzone.nu/

filter to wash contaminants into the soil where these are naturally decomposed.
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This technology saves a tremendous amount of energy compared to a standard HV AC
unit. All storm water is captured on site to be naturally cleaned and irrigated the site. The
business park ensures that all toxic elements are contained and recycled. All businesses reduce
packaging and uses non toxic materials whenever possible. For example Ford uses vegetable oil
in its hydraulic lift. These new methods have given them a market advantage increasing sales
150%.47

46
47

S. James & T. Lahti, (2004) The Natural Step for Communities Pg80-8 l
S. James & T. Lahti, (2004) The Natural Step for Communities Pg83
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Wal-Mart

Recently this
retail giant has been
going green. They have
built a few stores
Fig 30 Solar panels www.walmartfacts.com

incorporating wind and solar power,
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such as the stores in Aurora, Colorado
and McKinney, Texas and plan on
building more. These buildings use
20% less power to run than a
conventional store.48 In Mississippi
Wal-Mart is proposing a new store
incorporating new urbanism into the
design. 49 According to
www.walmartfacts.com, Wal-Mart is
planning has announced a

..~,-~..

.... c...,.,
.•-~

"Sustainability 360" program that
looks at reducing the environmental

,._,_.,

•~l~.t~~

Fig 31 Dealing with the Big Box
www.mississippirenewal.com/info/plansArchitecture.html

impact of their suppliers, communities, and customers. They have formed environmental
partnerships with these companies, to become more sustainable and developed "three "top-line"
goals: to be supplied with 100 percent renewable energy, to create zero waste and to sell

48
49

Walmartfacts.com (April 18, 2007) Retrieved from http://www.walmartfacts.com/articles/4892.aspx
El Nasser, H. (February 14, 2005) Miss. Wal-Marts may apply 'new urbanism' in rebuilding. USA Today
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products that sustain the world's resources and environment."

50

As a part of that program

integrated "personal sustainability projects" which encourage employees as a community to set
their own sustainable goals, and have improved recycling programs and reduced waste for
51
themselves, and the community.

Building techniques
Bioswales
Bioswales collect the surface drainage water, and
remove sediments and containments
from the water through vegetation.
These swales may be used to clean water
Fig 32 Bioswales www.mortonarb.org/branching/out/branchingout/parking.html2

before being returned to the hydrologic
cycle. They also may be used to remove contaminants before irrigation application or other
industrial uses.

Porous paving
Porous paving allows the exchange of gases and water through the
design. There are many different styles of porous paving includes
special asphalt, Turfstone, Gravel-pave, Grass-pave, Cobblestone,
and Paving stone. These designs may be combined with bioswales
which will allow the filtration of water into the ground, and will

Fig 33 Porous Paving
www.mortonarb.org/branching/out/b
ranchingout/parking.html2

require less infrastructure for drainage. The reduced infrastructure could be used to harness
excess ground runoff into a pond or storage tanks for irrigation water or other non-drinkable

so Speerr, J. K. (January I, 2007) Wal-Mart goes eco: Wal-Mart's commitment to global sustainability has put
sustainable textiles squarely on the retailer's agenda. Business Media
51
Walmartfacts.com (April 18, 2007) Retrieved from http://www.walmartfacts.com/articles/4892.aspx
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uses. New designs may incorporate porous paving in overflow parking areas, allowing more
green recreation area to be used.
Solar carports

These ports can supplement the
energy needs of the park. Solar
panel technology really works
-2

anywhere.) In the northern
climate of Canada, these units
just need to be adjusted to
match the changing azimuth of
the sun. They provide shade
during the hot summer and

Fig 34 Solar Power Car Port (May I 0, 2002) - Moving Towards Sustainability Santa
Monica's Experience, The Natural Step Conference on Sustainability.

can dispel some of the myths about solar energy, and how it can be integrated into any design.
During the summer, combined with natural light may supplement a large portion of the energy
used in a large facility. According to the Solar Energies Association if theoretically "a 100 Watt
solar panel operates at 80% of rated power for 8 hours a day, 300 days out of the year." It

would produce "Over a 20-year lifetime, then, it will generate (100*.8*8*300*20 I 1000) 3840
kWh of energy."

Geothermal Heat

Geothermal heat is also another form of green energy. Geothermal heat is 400% energy efficient
and can be installed anywhere. A system only needs a few degrees temperature to extract energy.
This system may be used to directly heat or air condition a large commercial or small residential

52

Unknown (2007) Solar energies Industry Association: Solar Energy Myths and Facts Retrieved from
http://www.seia.org/mythsandfacts.php#
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building and could save 50% in the heating and air conditioning costs of a commercial
building. 53 This system is cost effective for larger buildings because it reduces the need for
expensive HVAC systems. 54
Green roofs

There are two basic types of green roofs
intensive and extensive. Extensive green roof are
usually 6" (150mm) deep and contains Xeriscape
plants which require little maintenance and is not
accessed by the public. Intensive green roofs may
be full landscapes and have a depth of 12"
(300mm) and are frequently accessed for
recreation. Intensive green roofs offer buildings

Fig 35 Ford Rouge Center -Green Roof designed by
William McDonough+ Partnerswww.i.lreehugger.com

the benefits of green roofs with the ability to use these spaces as demonstration gardens or for
recreation and services. These roofs have many economic benefits, they: extend longer roof life,
provide thermal insulation, reduce noise from traffic, remove air pollution, adds more useable
green space to the building, and may provide organic food production while providing excellent
aesthetics. 55 Local examples include Mountain Equipment co-op, and Fairmont Hotels. The roof
structure protected from UV rays, wind, weathering, and can double the life of conventional
roofs and save money in maintenance. 56 Green roofs can also be used for LEED credit. This
system installed in the Canada Packers site would reduce the pollution associated with
53

The US dept. of Energy: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy ( 1999) Geothermal Heat pumps for Medium
and large Buildings Retrieved from http://www.nd.gov/dcs/energy/pubs/renewable/geobuild.pdf
54
Natural Resources Canada (2006) About Earth and Geothermal Energy Retrieved from
http://www.canren.gc.ca/tech_appl/index.asp?Ca1D=3&Pg1D=8
55
Greenroofs.net (2007) Greenroofs: About Green roofs retrieved from
www.greenroofs.net/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=26&ltemid=40
56
Greenroofs.net (2007) Greenroofs: About Green roofs retrieved from
www.greenroofs.net/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=26&Itemid=40
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downtown, and reduce noise from the constant traffic. Green roof technology could also save
25% in summer cooling needs according to Environment Canada, and incorporate some water
treatment and reuse. 57

57

Greenroofs.net (2007) Greenroofs: About Green roofs retrieved from
www.greenroofs.net/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=26&Itemid=40
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City Of Edmonton Table Lands
Inventory Of Environmentally Sensitive
And Significant Natural Areas
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